
MARKETING STRATEGIES OF VIRGIN GROUP SWOT

Virgin Group's brand manual says "Our people come first." Virgin realizes the importance of employees in the success of
the company.

Negative economic implications of Brexit on UK-based businesses 3. Financial problems due to overly
risk-taking approach to new businesses 4. Virgin merely follows others but never blaze the trails so to speak.
Concentrating only on most profitable product and service categories, i. Financial problems of Virgin Atlantic
Opportunities 1. It has high budget or investment which can pay for quality labor, services or products.
Additional points related to Virgin Group strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats not listed above can
also be included if you think they are relevant points and add value to the work. In its flights, electricity,
music, cola and other ventures Virgin was never the market leader. Consumers are confused as to its
identification now. Virgin doesn't introduce new innovations. In , when an acquaintance approached him with
the concept of the transatlantic airline, Branson without hesitation started a company that was later named
Virgin Atlantic. The basic condition is the removal must have long term effects and contribute materially to
the stability of the Earth's climate. The connection between Branson and the Virgin brand is so close that no
one can predict what will happen with the entire group when he retires. The Virgin airline can still make
headlines as it competes with other established airlines and creates impact in its lower pricing. Virgin maybe a
strong business but it is not a strong brand. Environmental and Organizational Strategic Issues Virgin Group
finds new ways to lead the airline industry on environmental issues. For Branson, even the sky is not the limit.
The airline's brand new fleet is one of the most fuel and carbon efficient fleets being operated in the world.
Threats Virgin is not a leading brand in any of its business. As examples above showed, when the company
wants to be a leading participant in the race, there is no room left for mistakes, treating opponents leniently or
slowing down internal development or innovation processes. Competition In the early s, Virgin Atlantic have
a battle with British Airways, which viewed Virgin as an emerging competitor. The broker immediately
became impatient and rejected the offer, and left the young couple high and dry to find their way back home.
Increasing presence in emerging economies such as China and India 4. However, there might be a hidden
threat behind this powerful brand. Customer perception of being expensive brand 4. Branson not only reached
his destination that day but also tested his MVP Minimum Viable Product idea for an airplane business when
Eric Ries, the author of the famous Lean Startup was only six years old. Investments in e-commerce in
artificial intelligence AI 2. This is done to encourage technological advancements that will promote
sustainability and welfare of mankind. Such comprehensive utilization of the Virgin logo also has other
consequences. You will need to support your arguments with references from reliable sources such as annual
report of the company, industry journals and magazines and government publications. The Virgin Group has a
strong brand name which is strongly associated with its billionaire-owner Richard Branson. Branson is not
only the unquestioned leader and creator of Virgin Group success, but also he seems to be a magnet for new
business opportunities. It was also known to be a brand for young people. Your discussions will need to
include statistical data and preferably charts and graphs with references to the sources. Leadership issues after
the departure of Richard Branson 2. Future Richard Branson used to say that if somebody gives you an
amazing opportunity but you are not sure you can do it, say yes â€” then learn how to do it later.
Intensification of the loss of brand identity How to use Virgin Group SWOT Analysis template above Expand
each point above into one or more paragraphs with discussions and analysis. You can also find many examples
for the application of SWOT analysis using the case studies of famous global brands here.


